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Tomioka High School, Kanagawa Prefecture

(Communicated by KSsaku YOSIDA, M. J. A., June 15, 1978)

Let X be a set, % a topology on X, and AX. We denote by Az
the closure of A in the space (X, %). Given two topologies %, % on
X, we say that %, % are compatible if, for every AX, Az,z.-
[J A.

It is known by A. V. Arhangel’skii [1, Theorem 2] that the inter-
section of two compatible topologies with uniform base (or point-
countable base) is again a topology with uniform base (or point-count-
able base). A.V. Arhangel’skH [1] raised the following questions"

(1) Is the intersection of two (Hausdorff, regular, completely
regular) compatible topologies with development again a topology with
development?

(2) Is the intersection of two (Hausdorff, regular, completely
regular) compatible topologies with a-disjoint base again a topology
with a-disjoint base ?

In this paper, we shall give negative answers for these questions
b’y showing counterexamples.

R denotes the set of real numbers, and N denotes the set of natural
numbers.

Let
X={(x, y) e R R y__>0},
X0-- {(x, y) e R R" y--0}.

The underlying set of each example is always the half upper plane
X, and the points of X-Xo are always isolated. So we shall only give
a neighborhood base at each point of X0.

1. Two developable compatible topologies whose intersec.
tion is not developable. (X,%)" For each x0eR, and neN,
let U(xo)-{(Xo, 0)} ( ((x, y) e X" x0-- --1 <X<Xo+ --,10<y<[X-Xol},= andn
(U(xo)}nv be a neighborhood base at p=(x0, 0)e X0. Then the con-
structed space (X, %) is a developable T.-space.

(X,%.)" Let V,(xo) {(x,y) eX’x0-1<x<x0+ 1 }, y--0 and
n n

(V(xo)}nev be a neighborhood base at p-(Xo, O) Xo. Then (X, %) is
a metrizable space.

(X, % %)" Because U(xo) t2 V(xo) is a neighborhood at p--(x0, 0)
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in the topology i[2, I and % are compatible. The space
(X, % %2) is a M-space, but is not metrizable because it contains a
separable subspace which is not second countable, as described in E.
van Douwen [2]. So (X, %2) is not developable.

Remark. It is not known whether we can construct regular or
completel.y regular counterexamples for this question or not.

2. Two compatible topologies with a.disjoint base whose inter.

section is not a topology with a.disjoint base. (X,%3)" Let U(xo)

((x, y) e X" y< 1 } and (Un(xo)}nev be a neighborhood base--, yX--Xo
n

at p--(x0, 0) e X0. Then (X, %) is a metrizable space.

(X,%)" Let V(xo) ((x, y) X" y < --,1 y _X / Xo}, and
n

{V(x0)}e be a neighborhood base at p-(x0, 0) e X0. Then (X, %) is
a metrizable space.

(X, % %): Topologies % and % are compatible, and the space
(X, %%) is a completely regular metacompact developable space
which is not screenable as described in R. Heath [3, Example 1]. We
can see that (X, % %) has not a a-disjoint base.
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